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Abstract— sailing is an important delivery mode from olden 

days to the existing era. Now an afternoon’s competitions are 

going on the sail boat designs. Crusing boats need to be 

designed for worst situation of loading in order that the 

structure can take any kind of loading. Because of the 

advances in the digital simulation generation, finite element 

methods can be efficiently used to optimise the improvement 

of sailing boat applications. Inside the present work, a 

catamaran shape used in the sailing utility is analysed for 

structural protection for the given design necessities. To 

begin with aerodynamic loads are calculated based totally at 

the design requirement of 44m2 projected regions. After 

thinking about the factors, aerodynamic load is calculated at 

the catamaran shape based totally on the standard formulae 

similarly the load distributed to stay wires also calculated 

based on its pre-stressed conditions. Buckling is the failure of 

the additives under compressive load. This buckling load 

could be usually smaller than the everyday operational loads. 

So any more shape need to be designed for buckling for 

longer life. Further 2 designs of spider shape is analysed for 

structural protection. The second design indicates higher 

structural balance as compared to the first one. But it has 

better mass and extra structural members. The layout 

dimensions are also represented in the Problem at the side of 

the finite element outcomes. One dimensional link1, pipe16 

and beam188 elements are used to analyses the Problem. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A sailing boat normally a monohull or catamaran requires 

excessive lifting forces that are required helping its weight 

through hydrodynamic water stress. The hydrodynamic 

lifting of the crusing boat is a complicity one through many 

parameters. For better carry, paces have to be excessive for 

sailing boat. The geometric form should be well aligned to 

avoid aspect consequences. 

Usually nicely crated hull geometry has a declining 

angle from bow to stern. A sailing boat has a difficult chine 

and may have both longitudinal and transverse rib shape.  

The assault angle has extra influencing on lifting the sailing 

boat. 

Entertainment at the side of transportation. So 

opposition exists for higher product with lower value, lesser 

maintenance and higher speed. The low cost better pace 

operations are critical due to prohibitive helicopter costs to 

deep seas wherein oil rigging is carried out. Similarly the 

military need also growing for shielding their shorelines 

from intruders.  

Consistent calm water, excessive tides, sea 

maintaining dynamics is the principle parameters of a layout 

of crusing boats. Hydrodynamic plays important position in 

finding the buoyant forces, lift hundreds required and so on. 

Catamaran and triamarans are gambling essential function 

inside the crusing enterprise either for transportation or 

international level sailing competitions. The foremost layout 

parameters of interest for sailing boats are 

 Cylinder impact 

 Steady forward velocity in calm water 

 Effect with ahead rushing the cylinder impact problem, 

best vertical down impact speed exists. In a regular 

forward velocity, their exist a vertical downward effect 

velocity. Inside the sea maintaining case there exist an 

ahead deliver pace and additionally downward impact 

pace. Planning hydrodynamic research additionally 

classified into 

 Monohull making plans hydrodynamics 

 Catamaran planning through hydrodynamics. 

A. Objectives 

 Wind load estimations 

 Mast design Calculations 

 Structural evaluation of spider and assisting shape 

B. Methodology 

 Virtual modelling of the Cataraman shape with its 

components (strong area). 

 Analysis of the character additives for structural 

protection. 

 Consequences Presentation 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 

DEVELOPMENT 

A. Problem Definition 

Structural modeling and analysis for safe design for 

cataraman mast shape with its structural participants like 

helping shape for mast, live wires, and spider shape is the 

main definition of the problem. 

B. Specification 

Height of the Mast: 17.5 M 

Base Width Back: 8.32m 

D base: 4m 

I Base: 5.9m 

Base Width Front: 6.65m 

Frame Height: 1.7m 

Spreader Base: 2.8m 

Spreader Height: 0.75m 

Longer stay length: 19.977m 

Shorter Stay length: 19.668m 

III. VIRTUAL VIEW OF THE MAST STRUCTURE 

The figure show virtual view of the Cataraman structure. 

Inside the problem evaluation is restrained to mast design, 

spider safety, and stay wire tensions. The shape is 

constructed in Solid Edge Version 19 software using 
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sketcher, element modelling and assembly alternatives. The 

drafting module is used to dimension the problem. Solid 

Edge is 3-dimensional modeling software to construct the 

geometries.  

 
Fig. 1: virtual view of the Mast Structure. 

IV. AERODYNAMIC WIND LOAD CALCULATION 

F wind=0.5*CL*Awing.ρair*vap2 

F wind= Force generated due to wind load 

A wing= Wing area=44m2 

ρ air
 = Density of air=1.23kg/m3 

CL= Coefficient of Lift=1 

Vap= Critical Wind speed 

Corresponding to a wind speed of 50Kmph 

Vap=50000/3600=13.88=~14m/sec 

F wind=0.5*1*44*1.23*142=5304N 

A. Tensions in the Stays 

 Tension in the fore stay: (Fwind/4)*Ibase/dbase= 

(5304/4)* 5.9/4=1956N 

 Tension in the side Stay: (Fwind/4)*Iframe/Ibase= 

(5304/4)* 5000/5900=1123N 

 Total compressive load on the mast from all the eight 

stays  

 Fmast=(Fwind/2)(Hmast/dbase+Hmast/Ibase)=(5304/2)(17.5/4

+17.5/5.9)=19469N 

 Considering pretension loads of 80% in stays, the total 

load of compression 

 Fmast=19469+0.8*19469=35044N 

V. MAST DESIGN 

The mast is specially subjected to a compressive load. So 

the layout is in particular primarily based on compression. 

For the reason that individuals are long, mast is mainly 

designed for buckling. To reduce the compression, spreaders 

are furnished at the mast after splitting into or more column 

shape. Typically a spreader is created on the break up area. 

This allows in lowering the compression at the mast due to 

wind performing on spreader creates an anxiety load on the 

member which in turn reduces the compression load on the 

primary mast. From the literature its suggested that if L/R 

ratio (in which L= length of the mast and ‘r’ is the radius of 

gyration of the mast) is extra than one hundred twenty, Euler 

buckling formulae can be carried out to discover the go 

section. 

VI. MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

Properties Structural0Steel 

Allowable Stress 80Mpa 

 Yield Stress 480Mpa 

Density 7850kg/m3 

Young’s Modulus 200Gpa 

Poison’s ratio 0.3 

Table 1: Structural Steel Material Properties 

VII. SPIDER MODELING AND MESH 

 
Fig. 2: Spider Constructional details 

The figure 2 suggests dimensions of the spider used in the 

problem. It’s far constructed for max stress of the shape. 

The spider shape is specially used to decrease compressive 

load on the mast shape. For the reason that spider is 

connected to the side stay wire on the way to pull the spider 

down and subsequently they invent anxiety load inside the 

spider members. These tensions will relieve the compressive 

load on the mast to certain extent. Higher the length of the 

spider, more the reduction at the mast structure. So spiders 

have to be designed in such a ways as to create maximum 

feasible tension load alongside structural stability for the 

stay wire loads. But there may be possibility of turnover due 

to imbalanced stay hundreds which want to be taken care at 

some point of the spider design. 

 
Fig. 3: Spider Mesh 

The figure three shows circular geometries taken 

into consideration for the spider modelling. The loads are 

applied at the corner nodes. Every corner is applied with two 

loads, simulating the stay cord loads. The side members are 

given with 50mm diameter with 3mm thickness and the 

principle mast extension is given with 75mm outer diameter 

with 3mm thickness. The mast base is confined in all of the 

guidelines. Total of 260 pipe factors with 253 nodes are 

used for meshing. The consequences are as follows. 
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Fig. 4: Element Plot for Spreader with Cross Sectional 

details 

The four go sectional details of the spider cross 

section. The actual belongings numbers are proven in the 

spider construction. The information shows vertical member 

on the valuable mast shape has 75 mm diameter with 3mm 

thickness and other individuals has diameter of 50mm with 

thickness same to 3mm.  Exclusive real properties are 

created and attached to the road structure earlier than actual 

meshing technique. One of a kind colourings display 

attached residences to the line structure with numbers. 

VIII. ANALYSIS RESULTS 

A. Buckling Load from the Analysis 

 
Fig. 5: Buckling Load from the Analysis 

 
Fig. 6: Finite Element Solution 

The figure 6 suggests stress improvement in the problem 

equal to 80Mpa that is precisely matching with the 

theoretical solution of stress consideration of 80Mpa 

B. Spider Analysis 

Evaluation outcomes for spider are represented below. 

Deformation and stress consequences are developed and 

provided. In structural ductile material evaluation, these 

parameters plays crucial role inside the structural stability. 

The consequences are as follows. 

 
Fig. 7: Deformation Plot of the Spider 

The above shows deformation in the spider 

assembly equal to 3.26mm. The maximum deformation is 

observed at the opposite ends. This can be recognized to the 

distance from the constraint. The constraint region has 

smallest displacement as shown in the figure.  Pipe elements 

are best suitable for circular sectors with both solid or 

hallow dimensions. The maximum deformation of 3.26mm 

is less than the permissible deflection 6mm for the problem. 

Deformation calculation mainly is subject to the stiffness of 

the structure. 

In turn rigidity of the structure defends on cross 

sectional, material and support conditions of the problem. 

 
Fig. 8: Vonmises Stress in the Problem 

C. Modified Spider Analysis 

With the central ribs analysis is carried out to check the 

stress and deformation conditions of the problem. 
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Fig. 9: Deformation in the Modified Spider Structure 

(Maximum Deformation: 3.01mm) 

 
Fig. 10: Vonmises Stress in the Modified Spider Structure 

(Maximum Stress: 47.2977Mpa) 

IX. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Details 
Buckling 

Load(N) 

Geometry Calculated from the 

Buckling Load 
35044 

Buckling Load Obtained for the 

Geometry from Finite Element Load 
35094 

Table 2: Comparative Results of Buckling Load 

The consequences shows very small variant of theoretical 

value taken into consideration for the geometrical 

calculations using theoretical techniques and buckling load 

acquired from the buckling evaluation. Errors could be very 

near 0.15%. Consequently finite element analysis effects 

may be depended on and can be carried out for engineering 

problems. 

Details Stress (Mpa) 

Allowable stress considered for  stay wire 80 

Finite element Stress Solution 80 

Table 3: Comparative Stay Wire Stress from Theoretical and 

Finite Element Solution 

X. CONCLUSION 

 Initially aerodynamic calculations are accomplished for 

fifty Kmph wind speed. Raise coefficient, projected 

location and many others is used for locating the wind 

pressure. Here the projected vicinity of 44m2 is 

considered based on layout requirements. Based totally 

on standard formulations, stay wire tensions are 

calculated.  Based on the stay wire tensions and 

preloads, compressive load appearing on mast structure 

is calculated.  

 Considering the fact that mast is specially subjected to 

compressive axial load, the design is executed based 

totally on Eigen buckling analysis. The lengthy 

individuals of 17500mm duration will surely fail by 

buckling. So important layout attention is based on 

buckling. Fixed at one end and other give up subjected 

load condition are taken into consideration for design 

calculations.  The identical is tested through finite detail 

evaluation by using pre stressed buckling analysis. 

Further stay wire sections are calculated and the same 

result is demonstrated through finite element 

evaluation.  

 In addition spider structure analysis is completed from 

the 2 designs to locate the optimum design based totally 

on the given loading conditions. The outcomes are 

captured for crucial layout parameters of stress and 

deformation. The second one shows higher tension in 

comparison to the first layout. However the weight of 

the second structure is more compared to the first 

design. This stress is especially because of addition of 

intermediate body individuals. 

A. Scope of Future Work 

 Analysis can be done to change conventional 

strengthen material through possible composite 

materials. 

 Three dimensional analysis can be approved beside 

with optimisation 

 Design can be prolonged for more than 50 KMPH 
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